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QUESTION 1

What is the correct syntax for the AWS command to create a single region trail? 

A. aws create-trail --name trailname --s3-object objectname 

B. aws cloudtrail --s3-regionname IPaddress create-trail --name trailname 

C. aws cloudtrail create-trail --name trailname --s3-bucket-name bucketname 

D. aws cloudtrail create-trail --name trailname --s3-portnumber IPaddress 

Correct Answer: C 

The command aws cloudtrail create-trail --name trailname --s3-bucket-name bucketname will create a single region trail.
You must create a S3 bucket before you execute the command, with proper CloudTrail permissions applied to it (and
you must have the AWS command line tools (CLI) on your system). 

Reference: http://docs.aws.amazon.com/awscloudtrail/latest/userguide/cloudtrail-create-and-update-a-trailby-using-the-
aws-cli.html 

 

QUESTION 2

A company is using AWS Organizations and wants to implement a governance strategy with the following
requirements: 

AWS resource access is restricted to the same two Regions for all accounts. 

AWS services are limited to a specific group of authorized services for all accounts. 

Authentication is provided by Active Directory. 

Access permissions are organized by job function and are identical in each account. 

Which solution will meet these requirements? 

A. Establish an organizational unit (OU) with group policies in the master account to restrict Regions and authorized
services. Use AWS CloudFormation StackSets to provision roles with permissions for each job function, including an
IAM trust policy for IAM identity provider authentication in each account. 

B. Establish a permission boundary in the master account to restrict Regions and authorized services. Use AWS
CloudFormation StackSet to provision roles with permissions for each job function, including an IAM trust policy for IAM
identity provider authentication in each account. 

C. Establish a service control in the master account to restrict Regions and authorized services. Use AWS Resource
Access Manager to share master account roles with permissions for each job function, including AWS SSO for
authentication in each account. 

D. Establish a service control in the master account to restrict Regions and authorized services. Use CloudFormation
StackSet to provision roles with permissions for each job function, including an IAM trust policy for IAM identity provider
authentication in each account. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 3

When building a Docker image, you are searching through a persistent data volume\\'s logs to provide parameters for
the next build. You execute the following command. Which of the operations will cause a failure of the Docker
RUNcommand? RUN cat ./data/log/*.error | grep service_status | grep ERROR 

A. the first grep command 

B. any one of them 

C. the second grep command 

D. the cat command 

Correct Answer: C 

Some RUN commands depend on the ability to pipe the output of one command into another, using the pipe character
(|), as in the following example: 

RUN wget -O - https://some.site | wc -l > /number 

Docker executes these commands using the /bin/sh -c interpreter, which only evaluates the exit code of the last
operation in the pipe to determine success. In the example above this build step succeeds and produces a new image
so long as 

the wc -lcommand succeeds, even if the wget command fails. 

Reference: 

https://docs.docker.com/engine/userguide/eng-image/dockerfile_best-practices/#run 

 

QUESTION 4

A DevOps engineer is deploying a new version of a company\\'s application in an AWS CodeDeploy deployment group
associated with its Amazon EC2 instances. After some time, the deployment fails. The engineer realizes that all the
events associated with the specific deployment ID are in a Skipped status, and code was not deployed in the instances
associated with the deployment group. 

What are valid reasons for this failure? (Choose two.) 

A. The networking configuration does not allow the EC2 instances to reach the internet via a NAT gateway or internet
gateway, and the CodeDeploy endpoint cannot be reached. 

B. The IAM user who triggered the application deployment does not have permission to interact with the CodeDeploy
endpoint. 

C. The target EC2 instances were not properly registered with the CodeDeploy endpoint. 

D. An instance profile with proper permissions was not attached to the target EC2 instances. 

E. The appspec.yml file was not included in the application revision. 
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Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 5

A DevOps Engineer manages an application that has a cross-region failover requirement. The application stores its data
in an Amazon Aurora on Amazon RDS database in the primary region with a read replica in the secondary region. The
application uses Amazon Route 53 to direct customer traffic to the active region. Which steps should be taken to
MINIMIZE downtime if a primary database fails? 

A. Use Amazon CloudWatch to monitor the status of the RDS instance. In the event of a failure, use a CloudWatch
Events rule to send a short message service (SMS) to the Systems Operator using Amazon SNS. Have the Systems
Operator redirect traffic to an Amazon S3 static website that displays a downtime message. Promote the RDS read
replica to the master. Confirm that the application is working normally, then redirect traffic from the Amazon S3 website
to the secondary region. 

B. Use RDS Event Notification to publish status updates to an Amazon SNS topic. Use an AWS Lambda function
subscribed to the topic to monitor database health. In the event of a failure, the Lambda function promotes the read
replica, then updates Route 53 to redirect traffic from the primary region to the secondary region. 

C. Set up an Amazon CloudWatch Events rule to periodically invoke an AWS Lambda function that checks the health of
the primary database. If a failure is detected, the Lambda function promotes the read replica. Then, update Route 53 to
redirect traffic from the primary to the secondary region. 

D. Set up Route 53 to balance traffic between both regions equally. Enable the Aurora multi-master option, then set up a
Route 53 health check to analyze the health of the databases. Configure Route 53 to automatically direct all traffic to the
secondary region when a primary database fails. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

A company is running an application on Amazon EC2 instances in an Auto Scaling group. Recently, an issue occurred
that prevented EC2 instances from launching successfully, and it took several hours for the Support team to discover
the issue. The Support team wants to be notified by email whenever an EC2 instance does not start successfully. 

Which action will accomplish this? 

A. Add a health check to the Auto Scaling group to invoke an AWS Lambda function whenever an instance status is
impaired. 

B. Configure the Auto Scaling group to send a notification to an Amazon SNS topic whenever a failed instance launch
occurs. 

C. Create an Amazon CloudWatch alarm that invokes an AWS Lambda function when a failed AttachInstances Auto
Scaling API call is made. 

D. Create a status check alarm on Amazon EC2 to send a notification to an Amazon SNS topic whenever a status
check fail occurs. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: 
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https://docs.aws.amazon.com/autoscaling/ec2/userguide/ASGettingNotifications.html#auto-scaling-sns- notifications 

 

QUESTION 7

A company plans to stop using Amazon EC2 key pairs for SSH access, and instead plans to use AWS Systems
Manager Session Manager. To further enhance security, access to Session Manager must take place over a private
network only. 

Which combinations of actions will accomplish this? (Choose two.) 

A. Allow inbound access to TCP port 22 in all associated EC2 security groups from the VPC CIDR range. 

B. Attach an IAM policy with the necessary Systems Manager permissions to the existing IAM instance profile. 

C. Create a VPC endpoint for Systems Manager in the desired Region. 

D. Deploy a new EC2 instance that will act as a bastion host to the rest of the EC2 instance fleet. 

E. Remove any default routes in the associated route tables. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 8

A company must ensure consistent behavior of an application running on Amazon Linux in its corporate ecosystem
before moving into AWS. The company has an existing automated server build system using VMware. The goal is to 

demonstrate the functionality of the application and its prerequisites on the new target operating system. 

The DevOps Engineer needs to use the existing corporate server pipeline and virtualization software to create a server
image. The server image will be tested on-premises to resemble the build on Amazon EC2 as closely as possible. 

How can this be accomplished? 

A. Download and integrate the latest ISO of CentOS 7 and execute the application deployment on the resulting server. 

B. Launch an Amazon Linux AMI using an AWS OpsWorks deployment agent onto the on-premises infrastructure, then
execute the application deployment. 

C. Build an EC2 instance with the latest Amazon Linux operating system, and use the AWS Import/Export service to
export the EC2 image to a VMware ISO in Amazon S3. Then import the resulting ISO onto the on-premises system. 

D. Download and integrate the latest ISO of Amazon Linux 2 and execute the application deployment on the resulting
server. Confirm that operating system testing results are consistent with EC2 operating system behavior. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/aws/opsworks-on-prem-and-existing-instances/ 

 

QUESTION 9
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A company uses Amazon S3 to store proprietary information. The Development team creates buckets for new projects
on a daily basis. The Security team wants to ensure that all existing and future buckets have encryption, logging, and
versioning enabled. Additionally, no buckets should ever be publicly read or write accessible. 

What should a DevOps Engineer do to meet these requirements? 

A. Enable AWS CloudTrail and configure automatic remediation using AWS Lambda. 

B. Enable AWS Config rules and configure automatic remediation using AWS Systems Manager documents. 

C. Enable AWS Trusted Advisor and configure automatic remediation using Amazon CloudWatch Events. 

D. Enable AWS Systems Manager and configure automatic remediation using Systems Manager documents. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/aws/aws-config-update-new-managed-rules-to-secure-s3- buckets/ 

 

QUESTION 10

Using the AWS CLI, which command retrieves CloudTrail trail settings, including the status of the trail itself? 

A. aws cloudtrail return-trails 

B. aws cloudtrail validate-settings 

C. aws cloudtrail get-settings 

D. aws cloudtrail describe-trails 

Correct Answer: D 

You can retrieve trail settings and status using the cloudtrail describe-trails command. It will generate output similar to
the example below. 
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Reference: http://docs.aws.amazon.com/awscloudtrail/latest/userguide/cloudtrail-create-and-update-a-trailby-using-the-
aws-cli.htm 

 

QUESTION 11

You are building a deployment system on AWS. You will deploy new code by bootstrapping instances in a private
subnet in a VPC at runtime using UserData scripts pointing to an S3 zip file object, where your code is stored. An ELB in
a 

public subnet has network interfaces and connectivity to the instances. Requests from users of the system are routed to
the ELB via a Route53 A Record Alias. You do not use any VPC endpoints. 

Which is a risk of using this approach? 

A. Route53 Alias records do not always update dynamically with ELB network changes after deploys. 

B. If the NAT routing for the private subnet fails, deployments fail. 

C. Kernel changes to the base AMI may render the code inoperable. 

D. The instances cannot be in a private subnet if the ELB is in a public one. 

Correct Answer: B 

Since you are not using VPC endpoints, outbound requests for the code sitting in S3 are routed though the NAT for the
VPC\\'s private subnets. If this networking fails, runtime bootstrapping through code download will fail due to network
unavailability and lack of access to the Internet, and thus Amazon S3. 

Reference: http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonVPC/latest/UserGuide/VPC_NAT_Instance.html 
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QUESTION 12

Your DevOps team is responsible for a multi-tier, Windows-based web application consisting of web servers, Amazon
RDS database instances, and a load balancer behind Amazon Route53. You have been asked by your manager to build
a cost-effective rolling deployment solution for this web application. What method should you use? 

A. Re-deploy your application on an AWS OpsWorks stack. Use the AWS OpsWorks done stack feature to allow
updates between duplicate stacks. 

B. Re-deploy your application on Elastic Beanstalk and take advantage of Elastic BeanStalk rolling updates. 

C. Re-deploy your application using an AWS CloudFormation template, launch a new AWS CloudFormation stack
during each deployment, and then tear down the old stack. 

D. Re-deploy your application using an AWS CloudFormation template. Use AWS CloudFormation rolling deployment
policies, create a new policy for your AWS CloudFormation stack, and initiate an update stack operation to deploy new
code. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

A company maintains a stateless web application that is experiencing inconsistent traffic. The company uses AWS
CloudFormation to deploy the application. The application runs on Amazon EC2 On-Demand Instances behind an
Application 

Load Balancer (ALB). The instances run across multiple Availability Zones. 

The company wants to Include the use of Spot Instances while continuing to use a small number of On-Demand
Instances to ensure that the application remains highly available. 

What is the MOST cost-effective solution that meets these requirements? 

A. Add a Spot block resource to the AWS CloudFormation template. Use the diversified allocation strategy with step
scaling behind the ALB. 

B. Add a Spot block resource to the AWS CloudFormation template. Use the lowest-price allocation strategy with target
tracking scaling behind the ALB. 

C. Add a Spot Fleet resource to the AWS CloudFormation template. Use the capacity-optimized allocation strategy with
step scaling behind the ALB. 

D. Add a Spot Fleet resource to the AWS CloudFormation template. Use the diversified allocation strategy with
scheduled scaling behind the ALB. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/ec2-fleet-configuration-strategies.html 

 

QUESTION 14
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A Development team wants to deploy an application using AWS CloudFormation stacks, but the Developer IAM role
does not currently have the required permissions to provision the resources specified in the CloudFormation template.
A 

DevOps Engineer is tasked with allowing Developers to deploy the stacks while following the principal of least privilege. 

Which solution will meet these requirements? 

A. Create an IAM policy that allows Developers to provision the required resources. Attach the policy to the Developer
role. 

B. Create an IAM policy that allows full access to CloudFormation. Attach the policy to the Developer role. 

C. Create a new IAM role with the required permissions to use as a CloudFormation service role. Grant the Developer
role a cloudformation:* action. 

D. Create a new IAM role with the required permissions to use as a CloudFormation service role. Grant the Developer
role the iam:PassRole permission. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

An application is running on Amazon EC2. It has an attached IAM role that is receiving an AccessDenied error while
trying to access a SecureString parameter resource in the AWS Systems Manager Parameter Store. The SecureString
parameter is encrypted with a customer-managed Customer Master Key (CMK), 

What steps should the DevOps Engineer take to grant access to the role while granting least privilege? (Choose three.) 

A. Set ssm:GetParamter for the parameter resource in the instance role\\'s IAM policy. 

B. Set kms:Decrypt for the instance role in the customer-managed CMK policy. 

C. Set kms:Decrypt for the customer-managed CMK resource in the role\\'s IAM policy. 

D. Set ssm:DecryptParameter for the parameter resource in the instance role IAM policy. 

E. Set kms:GenerateDataKey for the user on the AWS managed SSM KMS key. 

F. Set kms:Decrypt for the parameter resource in the customer-managed CMK policy. 

Correct Answer: ABC 

Reference: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/systems-manager/latest/userguide/sysman-paramstore- access.html 
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